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INTRODUCTION
A large body of evidence amassedfrom the study of the mechanismsof action
of chemical carcinogens and radiation, and of chromosomalaberrations in
cancer cells, supports the hypothesis that many,perhaps all, humancancers
are initiated by somatic mutations. Evensomecancers that seemto be of viral
origin dependuponintegration of all or part of a viral genomenear a critical
host gene and, in a broad sense, maybe attributed to somatic mutation. The
next step in the study of oncogenesisis to identify the genes in whichthese
oncogenic mutations occur.
So far twoclasses of such genes have beenidentified. The first, consisting
of the cellular oncogenes, was discovered through the study of oncogenic
retroviruses. Thegenes critical for the transformingproperties of the acutely
oncogenic retroviruses are homologousto genes present in normal vertebrates, and, at least in somecases, in other eukaryotesas well. Oncogenesis
can also follow the activation of the normal host oncogenes by the nearby
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insertion of the promotingportion of retroviruses that do not contain their own
oncogenes. These chronic retroviruses appear to have recombinedwith host
oncogenesat sometime in the past to generate the acute retroviruses. Normal
alleles of host oncogenesundoubtedlyplay important roles in normalphysiology and development, and can be mutated or activated by nonviral means to
produce cancer.
A second class of cancer genes has been identified through the study of
hereditary cancer, and these are the subject of this review.
HEREDITARY

CANCER

IN

MAN

Mendelianinheritance of predisposition to cancer is well knownin humans.
The pattern of inheritance of such predisposition is typically dominant, but
there is an interesting groupof recessively inherited disorders that have been
informative of oncogenic processes. These conditions, which affect rates of
mutation and chromosomalbreakage, are briefly discussed.
Recessive Br~eakage and Repair Disorders
Cleaver (12) discovered that cells from patients with xerodermapigmentosum
(XP) are defective for repair of DNA
damageinduced by ultraviolet radiation;
this becamethe first of these conditions whosemechanismwas understood.
The mutation is not directly oncogenic; exposure to ultraviolet light, or
perhaps some other mutagens, must occur before a tumor cell is produced.
The rates of in vitro induced mutations and neoplastic transformation are
increased in XPcells (59, 60). Since morethan one kind of cancer is produced
(skin cancer, melanoma,and someinternal cancers), several different genes
maybe the targets of oncogenicdamage.XPdoes not impart susceptibility to
mutation at any particular locus; evidently a critical "cancer gene" is only
fortuitously mutated.
Anothercondition, ataxia telangiectasia (AT), imparts sensitivity to killing
by ionizing radiation and certain radiomimetic chemicals (72). In AT,
chromosomes
are susceptible to breakage and rearrangement. ATsubjects are
chiefly predisposed to lymphoidleukemias and lymphomas(primarily T-cell
forms), suggesting that lymphoidcells are especially mutable. In clones of
lymphocytesand in leukemic cells, rearrangements most often involve four
specific bands: 7p13, 7q35, 14ql 1, and 14q32(3). Thesesites have also been
reported in T-cell lymphoidneoplasmsunassociated with AT. The first three
sites are loci for the ~/, /3, and a chains of the T-cell receptor (34, 67); the
fourth is the locus of the immunoglobulinheavy-chain gene complex. Breakage in ATdoes not seem limited to these sites, but translocations involving
them have a selective growth advantage.
Twoother disorders in this category are Fanconi’s anemia and Bloom’s
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syndrome (BS). Both involve excessive chromosomal breakage and
rearrangement(80). Somecells from BSpatients showa high rate of sisterchromatid exchange(11) and are transformed in vitro by carcinogens (83).
The associated finding of homologous chromosomeexchange in BS cells
could lead to genetic recombinationat heterozygous loci. It has been suggested that BSmaypredispose to cancer by increasing the rate at which a
secondstep occurs (25, 40, 71). In this hypothesis somatic mutation produces
a cell mutant at some recessive oncogenic locus, and subsequent somatic
recombinationproduces a homozygous
tumor cell from it. This possibility is
particularly interesting because it could explain the occurrence of diverse
neoplasmsobserved in BSpatients. The first event in BSmayalso occur at
increased rate, as a tenfold increase in mutation rate was observed in vitro
(94).
In one fascinating case study of Bloom’ssyndrome,the authors describe a
black child with anomalouspigmentationof the skin (25). The prevailing skin
color was intermediate, but there were patchy areas in which darker areas
were adjacent to light areas. The anomalousareas were attributed to genetic
recombination during development, as is observed with radiation-induced
twin spots in fruit flies heterozygousfor certain mutationswith integumentary
phenotypes.
Although disorders of chromosomal breakage and repair provide new
insights into oncogenicmechanisms,they do not identify genetic loci critical
for transformation. These disorders maybe regarded as diseases that predispose to mutation and/or chromosomalbreakage generally, with cancer as
their major outcome. On the other hand, the dominantly heritable predispositions identify a class of such critical loci, or "cancer genes."
Dominantly Heritable

Predisposition

to Cancer

Every humancancer has been reported in both hereditary and nonhereditary
form. Almost every example of heritable cancer has a dominant pattern of
inheritance. Noneof these hereditary forms is common,as is expected for a
genetic disorder in whichsomeof the heterozygotes die before the end of the
reproductive period. Onlyrecurrent germinal mutations maintain such genetic
conditions in a population. In the case of retinoblastoma the fraction of
heritable cases that results from germinal mutation is approximately0.8. The
incidence of heritable cases is 2 × 10-5 births, q (gene frequency) = -5,
and/x (mutation rate) ~ 0.8 × -5, a ra te th at is probably average in man
.
The two most commonhereditary conditions that predispose strongly to
cancer are neurofibromatosis (NF) and polyposis coli (PC), for which
heterozygote frequencies are estimated at 3 × 10-4 and 1.2 × 10 -4, respectively (17, 75). The great majority of cases of PCare inherited, so the fraction
that results from new mutations is probably 0.2 or less. A heterozygote
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frequency of 1.2 × 10-4 corresponds to q = 0.6 × 10-4. If 0.2 of cases are
new mutations,/z = 1.2 × 10-5, an average rate for loci in man. For NFthe
fraction of cases due to new germinal mutations is approximately0.5, which
leads to an estimate of a high mutation rate of 8 × 10-5. This rate might
simply be a rare rate of mutation within the normaldistribution of mutation
rates. Onthe other hand, it could reflect someunusual mechanism.NFis also
unusual with respect to somatic variation in its expression. Withinone family
expressivity maybe extreme, with minimal phenotypic features in one member and hundreds of neurofibromas and cafr-au-lait spots in another member.
Is it possible that some unusual agent, such as a transposable element,
operates to produce both the high mutation rate and the great phenotypic
variability?
For uncommon
tumors like retinoblastoma (RB), where the total incidence
of hereditary and nonhereditary cases is 5 × 10-5, the hereditary fraction can
be substantial (approximately0.4 for RB). For common
cancers (life expectation greater than 10-2), the fraction can never be high. Thus, the probability
of colon carcinoma over a lifetime is greater than 10 z, and the "common"
-4.
hereditary form, polyposis coli, has an incidence not muchgreater than 10
Althoughit is difficult to assess the contribution of dominantly heritable
predisposition with a low penetrance, the total contribution to cancer mortality from all dominant conditions is likely no more than a few per cent.
However, these dominant conditions assume a disproportional importance
because(a) they represent a high-risk groupthat could benefit fromidentification and intervention, (b) they mayinvolve oncogenic mechanismsoperative
in the nonhereditaryformsof cancer, and (c) they call attention to a newclass
of genes.
CANCER GENES Two cancers,
RB and
Wilms’ tumor (WT), that exist in well-known dominantly heritable forms
have been used as modelsfor a class of cancer genesrecessive in oncogenesis.
The principal reasons for their use were that in these diseases most heritable
cases can be distinguished from those of the nonhereditary form and that a
subgroupof heritable cases with a constitutional chromosomal
deletion exists,
which makes localization of the gene possible. Manyother cancers seem
likely to resemble these models.
HETEROZYGOSITY FOR RECESSIVE

Hereditary and nonhereditary forms of cancer RBis a malignant tumor that
occurs almost exclusively in children under the age of five years. However,
its cure rate has been high for muchof this century, so manypatients have
survived to adulthood and reproduced. The transmission of susceptibility to
RBdepends strongly upon the circumstances of the survivor. Of course, the
person with a previous positive family history can be expected to transmit the
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mutation to one-half of the offspring, but most hereditary cases are new
germinal mutants with a negative family history. However,those individuals
affected in both eyes transmit the mutation as expectedfor a hereditary case,
whereasonly 10-15%of unilaterally affected persons transmit the mutation
(39). These latter cases are not examplesof a "milder" mutant that only
occasionally causes tumor; whena unilaterally affected individual does have
an affected child, the latter is mostoften bilaterally affected. It appears that
RBhas both hereditary and nonhereditary forms, the former being 35-40
percent of the total.
WTis the other neoplasminvolved in the definition of a newclass of cancer
genes. It too exists in both hereditary and nonhereditaryforms(47). Bilateral
tumors occur more frequently than expected amongcases with a positive
family history, but there are not enoughdata on the offspring of survivors of
bilateral tumorsto state the reverse, that is, that bilaterality in a sporadiccase
signifies a germ-line mutation, as was observed for RB.
Hereditaryformsare well knownfor virtually all cancers, but especially for
neuroblastoma (NB), pheochromocytoma
(Pheo), medullary carcinoma of
thyroid (MCT),brain tumors, sarcomas, leukemias and lymphomas,melanoma, and carcinomas of skin, breast, colon, endometrium,and kidney (41,
49).
Requirementfor a secondevent For the heritable cancers it is not unusual to
find obligate carriers of the mutation who do not themselves develop the
cancer. In somecases, these individuals might have developedthe cancer had
they lived longer. In others, however,the tumorappears at an early age, and
genecarriers whosurvive past this age are no longer at risk for that particular
tumor. Thus, a person unaffected by RBoccasionally has an affected parent
and an affected child. Even amongaffected gene carriers one eye maybe
unaffected, as noted above. Clearly, the presence of the germinal mutation is
not sufficient to cause a tumor; another event, somaticin nature, seemsto be
necessary.
Whether such a second event is a chance occurrence with more or less
constant probability from case to case can be determined.If it is fortuitous,
and if the numberof tumors is small, the numbersof tumors in a group of
cases should have a Poissondistribution. In somebilateral cases the tumorsin
at least one eye are small enoughto resolve and count by ophthalmoscopic
examination. A tabulation of these numbersfor 66 eyes fits to a Poisson
distribution, with a meanof 3 tumors(39). It wasconcludedthat heritable
arises in twosteps, the first a germ-linemutation,the seconda somaticevent.
The frequency of second events per cell division can be estimated. The
cells derived from retinoblasts include the photoreceptor cells and the neural
scells in the retina. The formerare by far the most numerous;an estimated 10
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cells in the adult eye derive from retinoblasts. The numberof retinoblasts
present whenthey begin to proliferate has been estimated for the mouse,using
an allophenic system that combinedanimals that were normal and those that
carried a mutation for retinal degeneration (64). Sectors of degeneration were
observed, the smallest being approximately one-tenth of the whole, and all
sectors being whole-numbermultiples thereof. It was concluded that in the
mouse10 cells are committedas retinoblasts per eye. If that numberapplied
also to humans, then 107 cell divisions of retinoblasts wouldoccur during
development. The frequency of the second event wouldbe about 10-7 per cell
division, a rate compatible with somatic mutation.
Pathologic examination of RBand WTreveals no difference between their
hereditary and nonhereditary forms. Might then the genetic changes seen in
the hereditary forms also occur in the nonhereditary ones? If so, they would
necessarily both be somatic, the only difference being that the first event
wouldbe germinal in one form, and somatic in the other. This idea was tested
using a comparisonof the age of appearanceof first tumor in bilateral (all
heritable) and sporadic unilateral (nearly all nonheritable) cases (39). The
were plotted in semilog fashion: the log of the fraction of cases not yet
diagnosedvs age. The bilateral cases decline in linear fashion, as anticipated
for a single event, following the equation y = Yo exp (-kt). The unilateral
cases, on the other hand, declined in curvilinear fashion, as expected for a
two-event phenomenon.
Similar evidence was also procured for both hereditary and nonhereditary
forms of WT,NB, and Pheo (47, 48), although estimates of rates were not
possible.
Chromosomallocations of the first events The location of the inherited
mutation for ILl3 was found by studying a subgroup of deletion cases. About
3%of the cases of retinoblastoma showa constitutional deletion, detectable in
leukocytes, in one chromosome13. The sizes of the deletions and the
breakpoints that define them are variable. However,a comparison of cases
revealed that only one band, 13q14, was common
to all of the deletions (27,
46). Subsequentdetection of small intraband deletions has enabled the critical
site to be further defined as band 13q14.1 (99).
The fact that deletions of various sizes are present in the chromosomes
of
someheritable cases immediatelyseparates the gene responsible for RBfrom
the oncogenesthat are involved in sometranslocations of importancein the
leukemias and lymphomas.The current paradigm for the latter is Burkitt’s
lymphoma,in which the commontranslocation juxtaposes the myc oncogene
on chromosome8 to the immunoglobulin heavy-chain gene on chromosome
14. This translocation results in activation of the myconcogeneby an enhancer on chromosome14 (16). In these translocations the breakpoints are
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virtually the samefromcase to case, and the result is a positive action of an
oncogene. Such an action cannot occur with RB because no consistent
opportunityfor a cis effect exists. It was therefore necessaryto concludethat
it is the loss of a gene (or genes) that is important (42). The question
arises of whetherheterozygosity is responsible for this loss, with the second
event being at another genetic site, or whether homozygosityis responsible
for the loss, the second event being at the homologoussite in the other
chromosomeof the pair.
Since most heritable cases of RBdo not involve a visible deletion, we must
inquire in another way whetherthe remaining heritable cases affect the same
gene in which the deletion occurs or whether they represent mutation at
another locus. The answer depended upon the discovery of a closely linked
gene, that coding for esterase D. The deletion cases had only 50%of the
expected levels of this enzyme,showingthat the deletions included both loci
(89). Since even very small deletions producedthis effect, close linkage was
suspected. For the study of nondeletion cases electrophoretic allelic variants
of the enzymewere used. In those pedigrees in which these variants and the
retinoblastoma mutation were cosegregating no recombinants were found,
and the lod score exceeded3, indicating that the heritable forms affect the
same locus, whether by deletion or by submicroscopic change (15, 88).
WTis the second tumor for whichconstitutional deletions have located a
predisposinggene. Miller et al (63) werethe first to point out an association
between congenital aniridia and WT.They found that familial cases of
aniridia did not have an increased risk of WT,but sporadic cases did.
Knudson& Strong (47) proposed that such cases may have resulted from
chromosomaldeletion, the deleted segmentincluding linked loci for the two
conditions. The isolated hereditary cases of each disease wouldbe the result
of mutations confined to one locus, so hereditary aniridia without deletion
wouldimposeno predisposition to WT.Furthermore, the deletion cases might
die before the age of reproduction or would not reproduce even if they
survived. The latter circumstance seemedlikely, since manypatients have
other congenital defects, including mental retardation.
The first case analyzed cytogenetically revealed a translocation between
chromosomes8 and 11, and the authors concluded that it produced a net
deletion in chromosome8 (53). Whenother cases were shown to involve
chromosome1 lp13 (78), this case was reexamined and also found to have
deletion at this site rather than on chromosome
8 (26). Cases with a family
history of WTare muchrarer than those with a family history of RB, and
there has not yet been a test of linkage for homogeneityof heritable WT.
Since there are no pathological differences between the hereditary and
nonhereditary forms of RBand WT,might the genetic changes be the same?
It was proposedthat the only difference in their pathogenesis is that in the
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nonhereditary forms the first event is somatic rather than germinal (39, 47).
The first evidence for this idea was cytogenetic. In somepatients with the
nonhereditary
form of RB, and whose lymphocytes showed normal
karyotypes, the tumor cells contained a deletion that included band 13q14, as
observed constitutionally in someRBindividuals (4, 5, 28). It nowappears
that about 30%of tumors reveal such a deletion. One might expect that the
fraction of deletions in tumor cells would be greater than the fraction of
deletions amongheritable cases (about 5%) because constitutional deletions
might often be lethal to the host.
Other evidence on the first event in nonhereditary cases was provided by
the analysis of esterase D expression in the tumors of persons heterozygous
for the electrophoretic variants. Godboutet al (32) found that in some
unilateral tumors containing two normal-appearing chromosomes13, only
one allele was expressed.
Cytogeneticanalysis of WTreveals that in a similar fraction of cases there
is a deletion of chromosome
band 1 lp13 in the tumors of patients with normal
blood karyotypes (37, 85).
The first events in RBand WTinvolve the same loci in both the hereditary
and nonhereditary forms. This similarity-may indicate that tumor-specific
deletions found only in tumorsmight represent first events that have not been
found in constitutional form because of their embryoniclethality. Thus, the
reports of deletions of lp in neuroblastoma (7, 30) and 3p in small-cell
carcinomaof the lung (96) maybe clues to genetic loci that play corresponding roles in these tumors.
There are no other situations of multiple cases of constitutional chromosomal aberrations localizing this class of genes, but there are isolated examples of interest. In one large pedigree (13), renal carcinomawas found
association with a reciprocal translocation between chromosomes3 and 8.
However,the authors emphasizethat the translocation was not a sufficient
condition for oncogenesis, as it maybe for the somatic translocations
observedin the leukemias and lymphomas.Of great interest is the observation
that 3p deletions can occur in the tumors of individuals with normal blood
karyotypes (97).
One patient with familial osteosarcoma (OS) had a complexrearrangement
involving chromosomes 13 and 14 (31). Her unaffected mother had
Robertsonian translocation between these chromosomes.It was not possible
to pinpoint a band as being involved in OS. As noted below, band 13q14has
been incriminated in OSbecause of the association of OSwith RB.
Nature of the second event Because the second event in RBoccurred at a
rate compatible with a somatic mutation, it was hypothesizedto be a genomic
event at one of three locations: (a) at or near (cis) the first, inherited event; (b)
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at an unrelated site; or (c) at the corresponding site in the homologous
chromosome(46). The first possibility was discarded for reasons noted
above. While the second could not be excluded, the third seemedto be the
mostinteresting becauseit implies that the responsible mutationwas recessive
with respect to oncogenesis. It wouldthen represent the first examplein man
of a recessive mutation being expressed in heterozygous and normal
homozygousindividuals.
Three kinds of gene loss were considered (42): submicroscopic mutation
(including small deletions), microscopic mutation, and chromosomalloss.
Homozygous
loss of the normal allele could occur through any of the six
combinationsof these three abnormalities; de novosecondevents could result
from mutation, deletion, or nondisjunction. It was also proposedthat somatic
recombinationcould account for the second event (42). This possibility was
found attractive because of the observations on patients with Bloom’ssyndrome (BS), noted earlier (25, 40, 71). This mechanismcould convert
heterozygous cell into a homozygous
cell by somatic recombination. Therefore, a cell that had becomeheterozygous for a recessive cancer gene by
somatic mutation could be expected to becomehomozygousat a rate much
higher than normal. Perhaps BS revealed a mechanismthat could occur at
lower frequency in normalindividuals. If true, the secondevent could result
from either a de novo second event or somatic recombination.
The first evidence bearing on the identification of this mechanismcame
from a study by Godboutet al (32). As noted above, these investigators
examinedtumorsfor loss of heterozygosityat the esterase D locus in unilateral cases. Theyalso examinedsomebilateral cases, finding that someof them
also lost heterozygosity even though both chromosomes
were present, but it
could not be concluded that homozygosityor hemizygosity had occurred at
the rb locus.
The first unequivocal evidence was provided by Benedict et al (6), who
studied lymphocytesthat showedno karyotypic evidence for a deletion, but
whoselevel of esterase D suggested hemizygosity and an occult deletion.
Examinationof the tumor cells revealed no measurable esterase D and only
one chromosome13. The investigators concluded that both copies of the
normalallele at the rb locus had been lost, one by constitutional deletion, the
other by somatic chromosomalloss.
Further evidence for the recessive hypothesis camefrom t~he study of DNA
markers. Utilizing a series of restriction-fragment-length DNApolymorphisms (RFLP) mappedto chromosome13, Cavenee et al (9) compared blood
cells and tumorcells in patients with RB.In about half of the cases they found
that markers heterozygous in lymphocytes were either homozygousor
hemizygous in tumor cells. The change was specific for chromosome13;
heterozygous markers on other chromosomeswere still heterozygous in the
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tumors. Occasionally the loss of heterozygosity is for loci beyonda certain
point on 13q, with retention of heterozygosity for the marker nearest the
centromere. Whenthis change is found in cells that retain both chromosomes
13, it is reasonable to concludethat somatic recombination, with a crossover
between the proximal RFLPand the rb locus, has occurred. In other cases
heterozygosity has been lost for all of the relevant markers. The development
of monosomy
13 via nondisjunction can explain a few of these cases. In most,
however, the tumor cells contain two chromosomes13. Three possible mechanisms have been proposed to account for the cases with two chromosomes
13
in tumorcells (9, 20, 42, 43, 66): (a) recombinationfrom a crossover between
the centromere and the most proximal RFLPlocus; (b) nondisjunction followed by duplication (presumablyanother nondisjunction); (c) segregation
two copies of the same chromosome13 from a tetraploid intermediate. The
last mechanismseems unlikely in view of the data at hand; one wouldexpect
to find homozygosity for some other chromosomesas well. Distinction
betweenthe first two possibilities could be madeif markers, either cytogenetic or molecular, were available for the centromere.
It was possible to demonstratein two cases that the inherited mutation had
been retained in the tumorcells (10). Anaffected parent was heterozygousfor
one or more chromosome13 RFLP.The affected parent’s alleles were found
in both the lymphocytes and the tumors, whereas the unaffected parent’s
alleles were found in the lymphocytesbut not in the tumors.
In about half of the cases exami~’ned
there is retention of heterozygosityfor
chromosome
13 RFLP’sin the tumorcells, so it is not possible to infer the
nature of a second event. However,the a priori expectation is that in some
instances the secondevent wouldbe a newlocal event, i.e. a mutation. Sucha
mutation could be a point mutation, small deletion, or rearrangement, or
possibly another submicroscopic change. A suitable test of the recessive
hypothesis in these cases awaits the cloning of the rb locus.
The findings described for the loss of heterozygosity apply to nonhereditary, as well as to hereditary, cases (9, 20), RBis clearly a homogeneous
entity becausethe initial events leading to disease involve the loss 6f the two
normal alleles of the rb locus. The only difference between hereditary and
nonhereditary forms of RBis that in the hereditary cases the first event is a
mutation in the germ line.
Similar results have been found for WT.Using DNApolymorphisms for
genes ki~ownto be on chromosome
arm 1 lp (insulin, ~-globin complex, ras
oncogene, and parathyroid hormone), the investigators
found that
heterozygosity was lost in about 50%of the cases, suggesting that WT
employsthe same mechanismsas with RB(24, 52, 70, 77). In a subsequent
report heterozygosity for parathyroid-hormone DNAwas retained in the
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tumor, while the insulin and /~-globin loci had becomehomozygous;the
tumor contained two normal-appearing chromosomes11 (74). These findings
constitute evidence for a crossover between the parathyroid and wt loci.
Because osteosarcoma (OS) has been associated with RB, it has also been
investigated for loss of heterozygosity of markers on 13q. Someof the
tumors, found in patients with or without RB,had lost heterozygosity (21,
33). The association of Wilms’ tumor with the Beckwith-Wiedemann
syndrome (which also predisposes to hepatoblastoma and rhabdomyosarcoma)
stimulated an investigation of these latter twotumorsfor loss of heterozygosity of 1 lp markers.~ This study discovered such a loss in somecases (51).
Similar studies have been performedon bladder cancers, using 1 lp markers
(23). In 40%of the cases there was loss of heterozygosity. This important
finding suggests that the epithelial cancers of adults maybehavein a manner
similar to that of the solid tumorsof children.
There are then four regions of the humankaryotypethat merit investigation
for the purpose of isolating this class of cancer gene: lp, 3p, llp, and 13q.
Since more than one tumor maybe determined at each site, the search may
reveal clusters of genes for different tumors, or single genes with different
tissue expression.
HERITABLE ONCOGENIC MUTATIONS As noted earlier,
ATheterozygotes maybe predisposed to cancer. This wouldbe an instance of
dominant inheritance of predisposition
by a mechanism other than
heterozygosityfor an antioncogene.Still, other possibilities are conceivable
including two that might be expected a priori. The first hypothesis concerns
the inheritance of site-specific chromosomal
fragility; the second, the inheritance of a mutation in an oncogene.
OTHER POSSIBLE

Heritable fragile sites and cancer Ataxia telangiectasia points to the inheritance of chromosomalbreakage and rearrangement as a cause of cancer,
A muchmore common
situation involves the inheritance of predisposition to
breakage at a single specific site. Seventeenof these dominantly heritable
fragile sites (h-fra) are known(35, 55, 57, 98). Their bandlocations are 2ql
2q13, 6p23, 7pll, 8q22, 9p21, 9q32, 10q23, 10q25, llq13, 11q23, 12q13,
16p12, 16q22, 17p12, 20pll, and Xq27. Ten of these sites are at, or very
near, sites involved in chromosomalaberrations found in leukemias and
lymphomas (18, 35, 36, 55-57, 98) (Table 1). Genes relevant in
pathogenesis of leukemia or lymphomaoccur in seven of the sites. Someof
these genes are protooncogenes whose activation may be oncogenic; their
activation maybe caused by juxtaposition to genes normally active in the
affected cell type. Other genes seem to belong to this group of activating
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Fragilesite
6p23
7pll
8q22
9p21
10q25
llql3
11q23
12q13
16q22
17p12

Aberration

Disease

t(6;9)
t(l;7)
t(8;21)
t(9;11)
t(10;14)
t(ll;14)
t(9; 11)
t(12;14)
inv(l 6)
dic(17p)

ANLL
ANLL
ANLL
ANLL
NHL
NHL
ANLL
NHL
ANLL
ANLL

Significantgene
Proto-oncogenec-erb B
Protooncogene
c-raos
Interferonor/31
Putative protooncogene
bcl-1
Protooncogene
c-ets-1
Metallothionein
Tumorantigen p53

aDatacompiled
fromreferences
18, 35, 36, 55, 56, 57, 98. ANLL
= acutenonlymphocytic
leukemia;NHL= non-Hodgkin’s
lymphoma.

genes. That heritable fragile sites predispose to cancer needs to be shown.
There are two reports of the association of h-fra 16q22 with multiple cases of
cancer in families (62, 82).
Inheritance of oncogene mutations If oncogene mutations produce cancer
autonomously in one step in all target cells, they cannot be expected to
account for any examples of dominant inheritance of cancer susceptibility.
Such mutations should be lethal to the fetus as the target cells are formed.
However, mutant oncogenes may often not have such autonomy. Thus in
many instances of in vitro transformation of normal embryonic fibroblasts,
two cooperating oncogenes are necessary (54). This finding leaves open the
possibility that inheritance of an oncogene could be only predisposing and
could require a second, somatic, event for oncogenesis.
A few dominantly heritable conditions have been tested for this possibility
by transfection
of DNAinto NIH-3T3 cells (69). The disorders included
Gardner’s syndrome, a form of polyposis coli, and neurofibromatosis,
but
transformation was not observed. A negative finding in this assay does not
disprove the possibility,
however.
In the family that cosegregated renal carcinoma and a t(3;8) translocation,
investigation of lymphocytes reveals that the c-myc oncogene has been translocated (19), so this family could represent an example of inherited oncogene
abnormality.
Inherited proto-oncogene abnormality that predisposes to cancer has been
demonstrated experimentally on two occasions. Both experiments depended
upon transfection of fertilized
mouse eggs with a c-myc proto-oncogene that
had been fused with a promoting sequence. In one case the sequence was a
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regulatory element from the mouse mammarytumor virus, and the tumors
that resulted were mammary
carcinomas(91). In the other case the sequences
were normal immunoglobulin enhancers, and the tumors were lymphomas
(1). Predisposition to lymphomawas transmitted dominantly. Because of
latent period for tumordevelopment,of preneoplastic lesions in the lymphoid
tissue, and of monoclonality of manytumors, it was concluded that inheritance of the artificially constructed oncogeneswas not sufficient for
oncogenesis, but that at least one other event (presumably somatic) was
necessary.
One condition that could be caused by an oncogenemutation is the Beckwith-WiedemannSyndrome(BWS),a rare congenital disorder that imparts
predisposition to certain tumors, especially WT,but also hepatoblastoma
(HB), adrenocortical carcinoma (ACC), and rhabdomyosarcoma(RMS)
Patients with this syndromeare distinct from those with heritable WTalone.
The latter persons are not stigmatized in other ways, except in the aniridiadeletion syndrome;deletion of other genesaccounts for aniridia and the other
defects that may be observed. On the other hand, patients with BWSha’:e
other anomalies, especially macroglossia, omphalocele, congenital hypoglycemia, and lesser anomalies. They are also large at birth (average weight
greater than 4 kg). Somepatients have hemihypertrophy rather than symmetrically large size. The disease has often been lethal, and there have been
fewfertile survivors, but there havebeena fewpedigreesthat indicate that the
disease is attributable to a dominantsemilethal mutation (50).
The BWSpresents a clinical picture so different from that of the other
dominantlyheritable conditions that it suggests the involvementof a different
kind of gene. Of interest is the observation of a constitutional cytogenetic
abnormalityin somepatients, an abnormalitydifferent from that found in the
deletion cases of WT.A few patients have been discovered in whomthere is
trisomy for chromosomalband 1 lp15. This trisomy mayresult either from
duplication in one chromosome
11, or from translocation of the band, probably in an unaffected parent, with inheritance of normal chromosomes11
along with the translocation (93, 95).
Sucha finding is incompatiblewith a recessive mutation, but is compatible
with an abnormality of an oncogenebecause those genes are knownto show
dosageeffects. In fact, twopossibly relevant genesare located distal to the wt
locus on chromosome
11, in the region of bands 1 lp14 and 1 lp15: the H-ras
oncogeneand the insulin-like growthfactor I! (IGF11)gene. IGFIIis actively
expressed in the tumors observed in the BWS(76, 8l). Conceivably such
gene might produce the growth effects observed in BWS.IGFII is of further
interest becauseits expressionis greater prenatally than postnatally (2). This
decreased expression is consistent with the observation that the growth of
BWSpatients becomessteadily more normal with age. Since oncogenesis in
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the BWS
is still a rare event at the cellular level, it probablyrequires a second,
somatic, event. Speculation on the nature of such an event is of limited value
because there are too manypossibilities. For example, a second event could
lead to amplification of the germ-line mutation, it could be a mutation in a
different oncogenethat complementsthe germline mutation, or it might be
a mutation in an antioncogene that blocks heterozygotes from regulating a
mutant or trisomic growth gene (44).
ONCOGENES
Role

in

AND ANTIONCOGENES

Human Cancer

A second class of cancer genes, identified through the study of hereditary
cancer, can nowbe added to the class of cancer genes knownas oncogenes.
These genes have been referred to as recessive cancer genes, recessive
oncogenes, or antioncogenes (the last nameresulting from the antioncogenic
effect of the presence of one normal allele). Such recessive genes had been
anticipated from the observations of recessiveness for the cancer phenotypein
humansomatic-cell hybrids (90).
The two classes of cancer genesare different in several ways.The classical
oncogene is active; its product must be present and abnormal either in
structure or in amount. The antioncogeneis inactive; cancer results whenno
normal copy is present. Both normal alleles can be deleted. Mutations in
antioncogenes can be transmitted dominantly; mutant oncogenes have not
been shownto be inherited.
These two classes of oncogeneshave cytogenetic differences too. The best
examplesof abnormalities in oncogenes, or in their expression, that cause
cancers are the hematopoietic malignancies associated with chromosomal
transiocation. In Burkitt’s lymphomathe juxtaposition of immunoglobulin
genes on chromosomes14, 2, or 22 with the c-rnyc oncogene on chromosome
8 leads to abnormal expression of the c-myc oncogene (16). Manysuch
translocations are knownin this group of malignancies, and they may all
involve a similar mechanisminvolving an activating gene and an oncogene.
Yet, for the nonhematopoietic tumors whose primary defect is partially
understood, the mechanisminvolves a deletion or submicroscopicmutation in
an antioncogene. Whatmechanismsdo the commoncancers use? So far there
are too few results, but the findings on renal and bladder cancer and small-cell
carcinoma of the lung are more consistent with the mechanisminvolving a
deletion or microscopic mutation in an antioncogene. If subsequent data on
commoncancers seem to confirm this mechanism, then the mechanism of
translocation in hematological malignancies must be reevaluated. Perhaps
translocation is a mechanismmore readily available to hematopoietic than
nonhematopoieticcells in the initiation of cancer. Thusimmunoglobulinand
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T-cell receptor gene rearrangements are normal phenomenain B- and T-cell
lineages, respectively. The enzymerecombinase, involved in the former,
inserts telltale nucleotide sequences that are also found in the chromosomal
translocations, suggesting that the translocations are errors committedby a
normal mechanismof blood cells (92).
In sometumors caused by the recessive mechanismthere is expression of
an oncogene. Thus in both RBand WTthe oncogene N-myc is expressed at
elevated levels (58, 100). In both cases the embryoniccell from which the
tumor is derived showselevated expression. IGFII illustrates this phenomenon; it is elevated in Wilms’tumor, rhabdomyosarcoma,
and hepatoblastoma
and evidently in the normalcounterpart embryoniccells as well (76, 81). One
explanation for this increased expression is that it is a feature of the target
cells and has nothing to do with the transformation process. The second
hypothesis is that the normalantioncogeneis a regulator of expressionof one
or more oncogenes and/or growth factors, and loss of both alleles of the
antioncogene causes continued expression of such gene(s), thus leading
oncogenesis. This case invokes the modelof Comings(14), in which the final
commonpathwayof cancer entails oncogeneexpression, whether by primary
change in the oncogene or by secondary expression following loss of a
regulatory gene.
As is typical of cancer, further genetic changes occur, and clones evolve
with further growth advantages. Oncogenechanges can play a role in these
changes, too (38). For example, in neuroblastoma, tumor N-mycis expressed
at elevated levels. However,the geneitself mayalso be amplified and it is of
great importance that this amplification is correlated with more advanced
stages of the disease (8). Amplification of the N-myc0ncogenehas also been
observed in retinoblastoma (58). Amplification of one of the membersof the
family of mycgenes is a common
feature of small-cell carcinomaof the lung
(68).
Other oncogenechanges are also frequently observed. Thus, transfection
assays reveal that a mutated ras gene is present in somefraction of many
tumors, even including some embryonic tumors (79), where the change
almost certainly secondary rather than primary.
Oncogene abnormality therefore seems to be a common,perhaps even
universal, feature of cancer. There are several mechanismsfor this phenomenon, including activation by translocated enhance.rs, mutation, and
amplification. Whetherit can also result fromantioncogeneloss, or whetherit
is simply a feature of certain target cells, remains to be demonstrated.
Translocation commonlyoperates as the primary change in hematopoietic
neoplasms. Primary antioncogene change operates in manyother cancers.
Onemight even predict that most cancers are caused by the latter mechanism
and that the hematological neoplasms are uniquely caused by the oncogene-
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translocation mechanism. Since translocations are generally a common
feature of cancers, this mechanismalso seems to operate in extant cancer
cells.
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Role in Development
The fact, noted above, that the N-myconcogeneis expressed in certain tissues
that give rise to embryonalcancers suggests that this oncogenehas a developmental role. The N-myconcogeneis particularly expressed in the brain
and kidney of the fetal and neonatal mouse (100). The c-myc gene is expressed at low levels in the 3-week humanembryo, but at high levels in
6-10-weekembryos, primarily in the germinal epithelial layers of the skin
and gut (73). Differential expression of someoncogeneshas also been found
during development of the mouse (65, 84, 86).
If loss of normal alleles of antioncogenes leads to cancer, one could
imagine that these alleles play a role in growth control in development.The
tissue specificity displayed by manyhereditary cancers further suggests that
the control maybe circumscribedin its tissue effects. Someof the hereditary
cancers even seem to affect oncogenesis at different points within a developmental system. The best example of this effect concerns tumors of
neural-crest derivatives. Separate hereditary predispositions to each of
meningioma, neuroblastoma, pheochromocytoma, medullary carcinoma of
the thyroid, neurofibroma, melanoma, and chemodectomaare known(45).
Thenormalalleles of these loci are goodcandidates for differentiation genes.
Since antioncogenesare recessive in oncogenesis, it maybe that heterozygotes for their mutations would not showany developmental abnormalities
even though the genes maybe important for development.On the other hand,
homozygotesmight be abnormal. Such individuals have not been reported
amonghumans.However,there is a heritable form of renal carcinomain rats
(22). Heterozygousrats showno effect of the gene except for oncogenesis,
but the homozygousstate is lethal to the embryo (22; A. G. Knudson,
unpublished data). Unfortunately, the cause of this lethality is unknown.
In Drosophila rnelanogaster, tumors can arise in larvae amongcells that
differentiate into adult tissues. The best knownof these tumorsis caused by
the lethal giant larvae gene. Heterozygousflies are normal, but homozygous
mutantflies develop neuroblastic tumorsin the putative optic centers (29).
Thesetumorsare invasive and lethal. Thenormalalleles are functional during
development, controlling differentiation and growth of cells in the optic
centers. Differentiation fails to occur in homozygous
flies, and tumorsdevelop. The gene has nowbeen cloned (61), therefore its physiology and its
possible relationship to humangenes can be studied.
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Study of hereditary cancer in humanshas revealed new mechanismsin
carcinogenesis.
In particular,
a new class of cancer gene, recessive
in
oncogenesis,
accounts for dominantly transmitted
predisposition
to some
cancers,
and may play a primary role in the nonhereditary
forms of most
cancers.
Comparison of polymorphic markers in lymphocytes and tumors has
permitted the in vivo observation
of somatic events that lead to genetic
recombination. The tissue specificities
of these recessive cancer genes suggest
that their normal alleles,
like those of oncogenes, play important roles in
normal development.
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